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TAMPA
Library Service
Overcoming Anxiety at Jimmy B. Keel
Brother Manoj offered this 2 part series to help souls understand the why's of anxiety and loosening
its grip. He guided the souls to learn how Raja Yoga Meditation could help change thought patterns
to break the barriers to anxiety.

Pilgrimage of Love Retreat
Sister Mary from Chicago visited the Tampa center and facilitated a one day retreat for BK's to
journey deeper into yoga on January 12th. This retreat was part of preparation for January 18th and
was designed to rekindle the flame of pure love for Baba by taking a few simple steps in selftransformation.
Pilgrimage of Love Public Program
On January 13th, Sister Mary facilitated a public program to celebrate the life of Brahma Baba.
Marybhen spoke about the spiritual foundation he laid for a world filled with peace, love and dignity.
The program also included a video about Brahma Baba's life.
Miami
Workplace Meditations

More Smiles at the Workplace Meditation Sessions at NBC, Miami

Jan 8: Workplaces Meditations continue at the corporates - Royal Caribbean Cruise Lines, Perry
Ellis, NBC Comcast Universal in the new year. New employees join continue to join these
lunchtime meditation sessions and express appreciation for the new way of thinking it offers.
Workshop on The Power of Pure Intention

BK Miami Meditation Workshop: The Power of Pure Intention

Jan 12: An enthusiastic group of 16 attendees came together for the fisrt workshop of 2019 on "The
Power of Pure Intention".
Facilitators Amar and Meeta beautifully explored the aspects of how we can experience power by
adding pure feelings to our Intentions and thus bring newness in our thinking leading to more
learning and growth.
Mindful Media Dialogue

Meredith Porte at the Mindful Media Dialogue in Miami

Jan 17: Meredith recently had the opportunity to participate in the Mindful
Media Dialogue at Florida Memorial University in Miami Gardens. This thoughtful and inspiring
program was dedicated to strengthening the global role of the media who help connect us. Some of
the participants included Miami Herald Editorial Board Member Nancy Ancrum and Knight
Foundation journalism program director Karen Rundlet.NBC 6 Anchor Jawan Strader was the
interviewer for Meredith’s panel.
The takeaway from the dialogue was commitment to truth, telling stories that inspire, and good
journalism matter.
50th Remembrance Day

Jan 18: Special arrangement of 50 white roses was a loving tribute to celebrate the special 50th
Remembrance Day of our founder dear Brahma Baba.
Special Sunday Evening Program on - Finding Comfort in the Heart :

Jan 20: A group of 37 came together for this talk and reflection on Finding Comfort in the Heart.
Meredith welcomed the guests and facilitated an engaging conversation between the key
facilitators Marco and Amar who shared their journey of finding comfort with the understanding of
RajaYoga Meditation. The attendees were a mix of very old contacts, some regular evening students
and there were some who came for the first time.
The conversations seemed to provide beneficial insight into how meditation is an experiential
journey geared around our way of thinking and understanding about the self. Experiences of both
the facilitators provided new perspectives of looking at commonly observed discomforting situations.
BK Veronica, Director of the Miami BK Meditation Center further shared the dynamics between
thoughts and feelings, drawing the link between the heart and the mind.
For a snippet from the evening, click here
Spanish Workshop on El Secreto de la Proseridad: Las Intenciones Puras:

Marjorie facilitating the Spanish Workshop

Jan 26: Marjorie facilitated this Spanish workshop on "The secret of Prosperity - Pure Intentions"
where a group of 16 attendees including 2 first-timers participated.

The workshop comprised of reflective writing where the participants could translate the new
learnings in their individual situations and continue to empower the self.

BK Judy Rodgers in Miami

Florida Visitor - Sr. Judy in Miami
Jan 27: The family had a lovely opportunity to benefit from the presence of Sr. Judy (from Peace
Village) on Sunday. She met with family and shared her insights and experiences. For some
snippets from her sharing, click here.

Sr Aarti from Albany meeting the Miami family

First time visit to Miami, Sr Aarti from Albany
Jan 31: Sr Aarti (from Albany) was joined by our own Sr Helen from Tampa and they met with the
family for the Thursday morning class. Sr. Aarti very lovingly shared her beautiful story of being with
Baba and of being on this fascinating spiritual journey.
Two Special Birthday Celebrations

Happy 70th Shiela and Happy 50th Tatiana

Jan 10: Special #70th Birthday of dear sister Sheila was celebrated with great love. The family
lovingly shared heartfelt wishes for this special sister who is Babas sweet gardener.. planting and
nurturing loving seeds in Holywood library and in Babas garden.
Jan 27: Tatiana our dear sister from Russia celebrated her special #50th birthday with the Miami
family with lot of love and enthusiasm. She also took leave from the family to be back in Siberia,
Russia.
SEO Ranking for #BKMiamiMeditation going up.
January: The website team shared that the SEO ranking i.e. Search Engine Optimization ranking
for the "BK Miami Meditation" search is going up which has given a bonus to have a calendar of
meetup events linked to the google search results.
'SEO' is what Google is based on when searching for words and its ranking typically goes up when
online visitors often go to the site, comment, create a post, etc.
It is a valuable feedback that consistent outreach via meetup events, twitter posts
, Facebook posts, youtube videos, eventbrite posts , instagram posts, etc is resulting in increased
online access by online users.

Amal (on far right) during the Dec (New Years) meeting at the Shantivan complex of Madhuban

Madhuban Pilgrims:
Amar is headed to the sweet land for the Feb meeting before which she will in Delhi, ORC as part of
the Latino Retreat facilitating team.

Sr. Amparo from Colombia was in Miami en route to Madhuban for the Feb meeting. Waddy bhen
will also be in Madhuban for the NCCC meetings.
In the picture is Amal (far right) from the Dec (New Years) meeting in Madhuaban. He attended the
Youth Retreat and went with his mom Sr. Suchi (not in the picture).

BK Waddy in Vietnam

Wheres Waddy:
She was in Cambodia for a program with the Youth Group and then back in Vietnam for BK
programs in Danang and Hanoi.
In Feb she will be in Madhuban for the NCCC meetings.
Upcoming Events:
Feb 17 (Sun): Evening Program on Dealing with Doubt, Worry and Fear - Finding Comfort in the
Heart 6:00 to 7:30pm at BK Miami Meditation Center.
Ocala
Workshop
January 5 - sustenance workshop at Sr. Anne’s home entitled: “New Year’s Resolution: Peace and
Harmony Within. “ Four regular students and one new student attended.
Br. Hanuman Visits Guyana
Jan 26 through Feb 2. Br. Hanuman is currently in Guayana visiting the main center and all sub
centers providing support for instruments and students. Highlights include a flag raising ceremony,
giving murli class, and helping a group of BKs learn how to give the seven days course.
Lady Lake Wellness Fair
Jan 30: Sr. Anne hosted a Brahma Kumaris Meditation table for this event. Over 250 patrons visited
the fair.

BK services in Ocala, Florida (Jan 2019)

Upcoming service
February 16 workshop at Sr. Anne’s home entitled: “Creating Heaven Within.”

Hollywood
Hollywood Library & Dania Beach Library Special Guest Speakers
Guests brought new perspectives to think about in the new year:
Sr. Waddy and Sr. Tatiana
“Balancing the Heart and the Head.” View this short “take out - www.facebook.com/clip” which
received over 600 hits on Facebook.
For more video from the session click here - https://www.youtube.com/watch
Br. Alek
Br. Alek—enjoy his closing meditation on the topic of “Love”
Poet Aile
Poet Aile, “Meditative Writing,“ writing from the heart on the topic of “Freedom” in honor of Martin
Luther King Day.

Sisters Veronica and Tatiana at the Holywood Library session

Hollywood goes to Colombia
Recently, Flor, a long-time Hollywood Meditation Group participant, traveled to Colombia and in the
peaceful mountains outside Bogotá conducted a short meditation session which was well received.

Murli Weekly Classes
The murli weekly classes in Miramar and at TY Park in Hollywood are helping the new students in
these cities to benefit from Baba’s knowledge. Some have started to go for Sunday murli class at the
Miami center.

UPCOMING
☎� Join Phone Meditation Thursdays ☎�
1 (722) 775-7031 Code: 660 469 256#
Please set a permanent cell phone reminder & Come on at 7:55pm EST
FEBRUARY 12, 10:15am, Hollywood Library, Br. Alek.
The Introductory Raja Yoga Course in Miramar.
Naples
Becoming the SEER
For 3 weeks in a row, we presented a program of "How to Be a "Seer"."
Explaining the soul identity, the world of illusion and how to see from the 3rd eye.
Each week exercises for practical application were given. Over 100 souls participated each week.
Brahma Baba
We made an extra effort during this special month of January in remembrance of Brahma Baba.
Showed the beautifully made video of "The Golden Thread” on the 18th of January.
Tuesdays
Each Tuesday evening we continue to have meditations and class.
Upcoming event
Public Program: The Yoga Fest of Naples with BK guided meditations during the day, Wellness
treatments, unlimited Yoga classes, kids Yoga, games and fun. Sunday, March 3, 2019
Margate
January: Month of Remembrance Bhattis and Classes
After an active and celebrative December, January ushered in a wave of tapasya and deep silence.
Students focused on their spiritual stage by joining the world family in intense yoga programs and
classes. The family gathered together for collective yoga for five days weekly to synchronize with the
international family efforts for this special month of Tapasya.
Day of Remembrance
January 18th began at 3.30 am for collective amritvela at the Center. The rest of the day continued
in accordance with Madhuban program schedule for the Brahmin family. The experience on this
special day was beyond words. Thank you Baba.

